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10 9
Hakuba and Tokyo Tour

2016 Guaranteed
Departures

Package
Price

Single
Supplement

$1,100
$6,999

$3,499
per person twin-share

On Sale Now

Package Inclusions: 
 International �ights with China Eastern or

Air China departing Sydney or Melbourne
 Taxes and fuel surcharge
 4 nights 3 star accommodation in Hakuba,

2 nights 4 Star accommodation in Tokyo
 All meals as indicated
 Coach Transportation
 English speaking tour guide(s) service
 Tipping & Gratuities 

Package Exclusions: 
 Travel insurance 

(strongly recommended)
 Personal expenses
 Snow gear & ski 

equipment  

Interstate Surcharge: Departing Brisbane/Adelaide $500, Perth $700
Japan Airline Upgrade Surcharge: From $500
Peak Season Surcharge: *$600, **$800

Tours are subject to availability and payment deadlines. Please check with your travel 
consultant for more details.

07 Jan**
14 Jan*
28 Jan**

18 Feb*
10 Mar

Hakuba is one of the most popular Snow resort in Japan, known as the 
snow resort that held Nagano Winter Olympics with powder snow, 
spectacular view, easy access between mountains. Our tour includes 
most convenient accommodation to access several gelendes.  Nexus 
Holidays would also like our customers to experience the highlighted 
culture and history of Japan within Tokyo.

Tour Highlights

 Enjoy the famous Japanese fresh powder snow in Hakuba

 4 Full Day Ski in Hakuba + 2 Day Tokyo Tour + Flights

 Taking a Ashi Lake cruise with a spectacular view of Japanese iconic mountain – Mt Fuji

 Explore the traditional Japanese building and culture in Asakusa Kanon temple



Meiji Shrine

Asakusa Kannon Temple

Nexus Holidays Sydney

Lake Ashi Cruise

Day 1  Australia         Tokyo
Take an overnight international �ight from Australia to Tokyo.

Day 2  Tokyo
Arrive in Tokyo. Your friendly tour guide will be waiting at the airport to 
transfer you to the hotel.

Day 3  Tokyo  (B, L, D)
Today, visit Oshino Hakkai. Known as the Springs of Mount Fuji, the eight 
ponds are fed by melting snow �ltering down from the slopes of nearby 
Mount Fuji, through porous layers of lava, resulting in very clear spring water 
that is revered by the locals. Later, visit Hakone Shrine. Standing at the foot of 
Mount Hakone along the shores of Lake Ashi, the shrine buildings are hidden 
in dense forest, its location given away only by the temple’s huge tori gates. 
Also take a cruise on Lake Ashi, and savour the numerous delights of nature.

Day 4  Tokyo         Hakuba  (B, L, D)
Visit Meiji Shrine in the morning, dedicated to the dei�ed sprits of Emperor 
meiji and his consort, Empress Shoken. Later, stroll through the Asakusa 
Kannon Temple, one of Tokyo’s most colourful and popular temples. You 
also stop at Tokyo tower, before heading the last stop Daiba city which is 
one of the big and new shopping centres in Tokyo. And you will be transported 
to bus terminal for overnight coach transport to Hakuba.

Day 5  Hakuba
Arrive in Hakuba in the early morning.  Enjoy fresh powder snow.

Day 6  Hakuba  (B)
Free day on the snow.

Day 7  Hakuba  (B)
Free day on the snow.

Day 8  Hakuba  B)
Free day on the snow.

Day 9  Hakuba         Haneda /Narita         Australia  (B)
Head to the airport after breakfast in the hotel. Take an overnight �ight back 
to Australia.

Day 10  Australia
Arrive home this morning.

B = Breakfast           L = Lunch        D = Dinner

Nexus Holidays reserves the right to adjust the itinerary as it sees �t to ensure the smooth 
running of the tour and to substitute hotels of a similar standard if the hotels listed in our 
brochure are not available. Passengers must remain with the tour group at all times and must 
not deviate from the set itinerary unless otherwise stated such as “free at leisure”.

Hotel Accommodation All hotels based on local hotel ratings

Tokyo
Hakuba

Tokyo Dome Hotel
Hotel Oak Forest

4 star or similar
3 Star or Similar

Lift pass for, Hakuba Happo-one, Hakuba goryu, Hakuba 47 and 
Tsugaike -kogen ($60 per 1 Day tickets, can only be booked more than 3 
weeks before departure date)
Dinner at hotel in Snow resort ($35 per meal)

Optional Program

Australian passport holders Visa Exempt for a stay of up to 90 days
The traveller must: 
Hold a passport valid at least six months on entry with two blank visa pages
Hold proof of onward/return �ights
Hold all documents required for the next destination
Hold documents showing proof of purpose of trip

Visa

Your Travel Agent


